
Latent Semanti Analysis for User ModelingVirginie Zampa, Benô�t LemaireL.S.E.University of Grenoble IIBP 4738040 Grenoble Cedex 9FraneOtober 15, 2002This is a preliminary version of a paper for publiation in the Journal ofIntelligent Information Systems, Speial Issue on Eduation Appliations, 18(1),15-30. AbstratLatent Semanti Analysis (LSA) is a tool for extrating semanti in-formation from texts as well as a model of language learning based on theexposure to texts. We rely on LSA to represent the student model in a tu-toring system. Domain examples and student produtions are representedin a high-dimensional semanti spae, automatially built from a statis-tial analysis of the o-ourrenes of their lexemes. We also designedtutoring strategies to automatially detet lexeme misunderstandings andto selet among the various examples of a domain the one whih is bestto expose the student to. Two systems are presented: the �rst one su-essively presents texts to be read by the student, seleting the next oneaording to the omprehension of the prior ones by the student. Theseond plays kalah with the student in suh a way that the next on�gu-ration of the board is supposed to be the most appropriate with respet tothe semanti struture of the domain and the previous student's moves.1 IntrodutionThis paper desribes a way to represent the student knowledge in a tutoringsystem by means of Latent Semanti Analysis (LSA). LSA is both a tool forrepresenting the meaning of words [Deerwester et al.1990℄ and a ognitive modelof learning [Landauer and Dumais1997℄. LSA analyses large amount of texts bymeans of a statistial method and represents the meaning of eah word as avetor in a high-dimensional spae. Piees of texts are also represented in thissemanti spae. Semanti omparisons between words or piees of texts aremade by omputing the osine between them. We rely on this tool to represent1



both domain and student knowledge in a tutoring system. In our �eld (languagelearning), domain knowledge is omposed of the usual meaning of words as wellas textual materials. Student knowledge is omposed of the student meaning ofwords.We designed two tutoring strategies based on this dual knowledge represen-tation. The �rst one automatially detets student misunderstandings from theanalysis of what he/she has written. The seond one selets among the varioustextual stimuli a student an be exposed to, the one whih is supposed to bethe best for improving learning.We also extended the sope of LSA to over other domains than language.Indeed, some domains an be desribed by means of sequenes of lexemes, justlike texts are omposed of sequenes of words. LSA is then used to ompute thesemanti proximities between these sequenes of lexemes. Choosing the bestsequene to expose the student to is also based on the representation of studentknowledge in the semanti spae. We apply these ideas in the domain of strategygame learning. Texts and words are just replaed by boards and piees. Wedesigned a system whih helps a user learn the game by playing with this userand hoosing the next move so that the new state of the game is optimal forlearning.2 Latent Semanti AnalysisLSA was primarily designed as a tool for text retrieval about ten years ago[Deerwester et al.1990℄ but beause of its favorable performane, its sope wasextended to information �ltering [Foltz and Dumais1992℄, ross-language infor-mation retrieval [Dumais et al.1997℄ automati grading of essays [Foltz1996,Lemaire and Dessusto appear℄, measuring of text oherene [Foltz1998℄, assess-ment of knowledge [Rehder1998℄, mahine learning [Lemaire1998℄ and then mod-elling human learning [Landauer and Dumais1997℄.Before presenting LSA as a model knowledge representation, we will desribeits priniples.2.1 LSA: a Tool for a Semanti Comparison of TextsOne of the problems in the �eld of text retrieval is to be able to retrieve pieesof texts given a list of keywords. However, beause of polysemy, synonymy andinexion, retrieving only the texts that ontain one or more of the keywordsdoes not work well. For instane, Steinbek's book Of Mie and Men shouldbe retrieved given the keywords mouse and man although none of these wordsappear in this form in the title. Therefore, retrieval should also be based onsemanti information.In order to perform suh semanti mathing, LSA relies on large orpora oftexts to build a semanti high-dimensional spae ontaining all words and texts,by means of a statistial analysis. This semanti spae is built by onsidering2



the number of ourrenes of eah word in eah piee of text (basially para-graphs). For instane, with 300 paragraphs and a total of 2,000 words, we get a300x2,000 matrix. Eah word is then represented by a 300-dimensional vetorand eah paragraph by a 2,000-dimensional vetor. Nothing new so far sine itis just ourrene proessing. The power of LSA lies in the redution of thesedimensions. It is this proess that indues semanti similarities between words.All vetors are redued by a method lose to eigenvetor deomposition to, forinstane, 100 dimensions. The matrix X is deomposed as a unique produt ofthree matries: X = T0S0D0O suh that T0 and D0 have orthonormal olumnsand S0 is diagonal. This is alled singular value deomposition. Then only the100 olumns of T0 and D0 orresponding to the 100 largest values of S0 are kept,to obtain T , S and D. The redued matrix X suh that: X = TSD0 permits allwords and piees of texts to be represented as 100-dimensional vetors. It is thisredution whih is the heart of the method beause it extrats semanti relations:if a word (e.g. bike) statistially o-ours with words (e.g. handlebars, pedal,ride) that statistially o-our with a seond word (e.g. biyle) and the �rstword statistially does not o-our with words (e.g. ower, sleep) that do noto-our with the seond one, then the two words are onsidered quite similar. Ifthe number of dimensions is too small, too muh information is lost. If it is toobig, not enough dependenies are drawn between vetors. A size of 100 to 300gives the best results in the domain of language [Landauer and Dumais1997℄.Similarities between words or piees of texts are omputed by means of theosine between the orresponding vetors. The measure of semanti similarityis therefore a number between -1 and 1.This method is quite robust: a word ould be onsidered semantially loseto another one although they never o-our in texts. In the same way, twodouments ould be onsidered similar although they share no words. An in-teresting feature of the method is that the semanti information is derived onlyfrom the lexial level. There is no need to represent a domain theory by meansof a semanti network or logi formulas.Several experiments were performed whih showed that LSA works quitewell. One suh experiment [Landauer and Dumais1997℄ onsisted in buildinga general semanti spae from a large orpora of English texts, then testingit with the synonymy part of the TOEFL test (Test Of English as a ForeignLanguage), whih is omposed of 80 questions. Given a word, the problem isto identify among 4 other words the one that is the semantially losest. LSAperformed the test by hoosing the word with the highest similarity between itsvetor and the vetor of the given word. LSA results (51.5) ompare with theaverage sore (51.6) of foreign students admitted to Amerian universities. Toour knowledge, this is the �rst system able to pass suh a standard test with noextra semanti knowledge added.In several other studies [Foltz1996, Kintshto appear, Lemaire and Dessusto appear,Wiemer-Hastings1999a, Wolfe1998℄ subjets were asked to write essays from anumber of texts in a given domain. These essays were then ranked by humanjudges. Their task was to judge the adequation between the essay and thetexts. In parallel, LSA was trained with the texts and ranked the essays a-3



ording to the semanti proximity between eah of them and the texts. LSAresults ompare again with the human results. Correlations between humanjudges and LSA are around 0.6 in all of these studies, whih is similar to theusual orrelation between di�erent human judges grading the same text.2.2 LSA: a Model of LearningApart from interesting results in the �eld of text retrieval and text omparison,LSA is also viewed as a model of language learning in the �eld of ognitivepsyhology. Psyhologial models might not be neessary for the design oftutoring systems. However, sine our goal is to design tutoring strategies basedon a representation of the student knowledge, we found interesting to base ourrepresentation on a psyhologially valid representation.First of all, we will desribe this model but we will see later that we anextend it to other kinds of knowledge.LSA learns the meaning of words in the same way a hild does: by readingtexts1. An interesting question is whether the two rates of learning are similar.This model has been tested by simulating word learning between age 2 and 20[Landauer and Dumais1997℄. The authors estimated that human beings readabout 3500 words a day, and learn an average of 7 to 15 words per day duringthat period. If provided with a similar amount of texts, LSA learns 10 wordsa day to get a performane similar to the humans by the age of 20 (de�nedas the performane to the TOEFL test desribed earlier). This result is oher-ent with the human rate of learning. A similar method (named HAL) basedon a high-dimensional representation shows its ability to model the human se-manti memory [Lund1996, Burgess and Lund1997℄. Therefore, LSA seems anadequate way of representing semanti knowledge.We extended that model in the following way:� A domain D is omposed of lexemes. In the domain of language, lex-emes are words. In the domain of problem solving, lexemes are fats andonlusions (high-fever, presribe-peniillin, meningitis, et. inthe domain of mediine). In the domain of game playing, lexemes arepositions of piees (pawn-in-E2, queen- in-F4, et. in hess).� A student learns the domain by being exposed to sequenes of lexemes (se-quenes of words, sequenes of fats and onlusions, sequenes of piees'positions, et.).� What is learned is semanti similarities between lexemes or sequenes oflexemes (for instane, high-fever and meningitis). In hess, two boardsan be semantially similar although their piees are not in the samepositions; it is a harateristi of hess masters to be able to reognize twoboards as being similar (see the famous de Groot's experiments).1Most of the words we know, we learn from reading sine (1) spoken language ontainsjust a small part of the language; (2) very little voabulary is learned from diret instrution[Landauer and Dumais1997℄. 4



� LSA predits the semanti similarity between two lexemes or sequenes oflexemes given the sequenes of lexemes the student has been exposed to.Some of the sequenes of lexemes that are presented to the student willhighly improve learning beause their struture map the semanti struture ofthe domain. Other sequenes will be of poor interest for the student beausethey are either too lose to or too far from the student knowledge. For instane,if 10 year-old hildren are provided with texts made for 6 year-old hildren,they will probably not learn muh. In the same way, they will not learn muhif given a text from Freud. The problem is therefore to �nd the optimal stimulito expose the student to in order to maximize learning. Let us take anotherexample from another domain. Exposure to hess boards generated by beginnerswill not allow the aquisition of the lexemes astling2 or fianhetto3. In thesame way, playing with masters might not be optimal beause the underlyingstrategy ould be too subtle to grasp.Knowing whih sequene is best for the student depends on:� the semanti struture of the domain;� the student knowledge.These two kinds of knowledge are also neessary for automatially detetingstudent misunderstandings of lexemes. If both are represented in the sameformalism, it is possible to detet these misunderstandings by measuring thedi�erene between the student meaning of a lexeme and the \right" meaning ofthe same lexeme (for instane, deteting that the meaning of elipse for thestudent, de�ned from the LSA analysis of texts written or pronouned by thisstudent, is far from the meaning of elipse de�ned from a LSA analysis of atextbook in astronomy). We will present some mehanisms that deal with thatproblem in a following setion.The previous disussion justi�es the need to represent domain knowledgeand student knowledge in the same LSA formalism of knowledge representa-tion. Subsequently, we will be able to design tutoring strategies for seletingthe sequenes of lexemes that are best to present to a given student or to de-tet lexeme misunderstandings. All this is akin to the well-known strutureof tutoring systems [Wenger1987℄: expert module, user model and pedagogialmodule.3 High-dimensional Representation of Knowl-edgeFirst, we will present the way LSA an represent domain knowledge, then, howthe same formalism an be used to represent student knowledge.2Speial move whih onsists in moving the king two squares towards the rook and movingthe rook to stand to the opposite side of the king.3Speial position of the bishop, the king and 3 pawns.5



3.1 High-Dimensional Representation of Domain Knowl-edgeOne of the main interests of our approah is that the representation of domainknowledge is automatially built from examples. These examples should be se-mantially valid and therefore provided by experts (verbally or from books).For instane, in the domain of language learning, examples are just well-formedtexts. In the domain of game playing, examples are boards as well as an in-diation whether it is a winning board or a losing board (this information isobtained at the end of the game).From these examples, LSA builds a semanti spae in whih all lexemes andexamples are represented. There is no need to hand-build semanti networks orlogi formulas to represent the domain. All is automatially done by LSA. Theonly requirement is to �nd an adequate formalism to represent the examples.Let us take an example in a domain other than language. For instane, inthe game of ti-ta-toe, lexemes ould be moves. Ti-ta-toe is played on a 3x3board. Eah of the 9 squares might ontain x, o or a blank. Therefore, theti-ta-toe \language" ontains 27 lexemes: x1, o1, b1, x2, o2, b2 . . .x9, o9,b9 (Squares are labelled from 1 to 9, starting upper left). An example in thisdomain is a sequene of lexemes, that is a board..For instane the following board is represented by the sequene x8 o5 x7o9 x6 o1 losing-for-x: o o xx x oWe need to represent all possible stimuli. Therefore, non-�nal boards arealso represented as well as an indiation of the �nal sore for this partiulargame. For instane: x5 o2 winning-for-x. Other games beginning with thesame on�guration might lead to a loss for x: we might have several x5 o2losing-for-x in the semanti spae. However, from a statistial point of view,the most probable result will be the losest to x5 o24.All examples are proessed by LSA as if they were texts: examples (sequenesof lexemes) are analogous to texts and omponents of examples (lexemes) areanalogous to words. The high-dimensional semanti spae therefore ontains alllexemes and all examples. For instane, if enough examples are provided, thelexeme x5 (entral square) will be loser to the winning boards than to the losingboards, although the well-known information that playing the entral square isgood was never represented as suh.To make sure that this knowledge representation is relevant and more ef-�ient than a non-semanti representation, we performed the following exper-iment. We ompared the learning rate of a program playing ti-ta-toe basedon a LSA representation of previous games and the same program without LSA4It is worth noting that sores an be more elaborate than only winning or losing. To doso, more lexemes an be de�ned as highly winning, et. Numerial lexemes an also be used.6
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Figure 1: Results for the ti-ta-toe problemrepresentation. These two programs look for the previous board whih is mostsimilar to the urrent board. If it was a winning game, they play like previously,otherwise they play the opposite (see [Lemaire1998℄ for more details). The �rstprogram uses LSA to look for the losest previous board whereas the seond oneselets the prior board that has the most elements in ommon with the urrentboard.Both programs were run on 1400 games. Figure 1 shows the learning urves.The x-axis is the number of games and the y-axis is the umulative numberof games won. As expeted, the LSA-based algorithm plays very badly at thebeginning. However, after 250 games, the learning urve of the LSA-basedalgorithm beomes higher. A �2 test shows that the di�erent is signi�ant (p <:0001). This test provides another evidene for the representation of knowledgebased on LSA.It is worth noting that we do not need to represent all possible examples ofthe domain, but only enough of them to statistially apture a signi�ant partof the latent semanti struture of the domain.3.2 High-Dimensional Representation of Student Knowl-edgeIn the same way, we represent the student knowledge, that is the student'smeaning of entities (we all entity an element of the semanti spae, either alexeme or a sequene of lexemes). Lexemes are therefore desribed twie:� as a domain entity to represent the standard meaning of the term, on-struted as shown previously from the word usage in the language;� as a student entity to represent the student's meaning of the term.For instane, the semanti spae may ontain one instane of pneumonia as adomain entity and one instane as a student entity. In the same way, sequenes7



of lexemes are represented in the semanti spae. Before being represented, thatknowledge needs to be extrated. There are several ways to do that:� student produtions are reorded: student entities are therefore di�erentfrom domain entities;� all the sequenes of lexemes the student was exposed to and tested in arerepresented in the spae. That way, student entities are domain entitiesthat an be weighted by a sore orresponding to the omprehension ofthe domain entity by the student.Student produtions an be written or spoken produtions. In the �rst ase,texts written by the student are analysed by LSA. The problem is that we needenough texts to be able to have a workable representation. Another solution,that we do not explore, would be to rely on speeh prodution. By reording auser disourse and using a speeh reognition system, it would be possible to geta large orpus. In that ase, knowledge representation would be very aurate.For instane, it should be possible to reord everything said by a hild over aweek or so, by means of a portable mirophone and a ordless onnetion to aomputer. We will see in the next setion that suh a devie would allow theautomati detetion of word misunderstandings.In the ase of learning, the overall goal is that the student entities over allthe domain entities. If the student entities are all in the same part of the spae,it probably means that the student has a gap in his/her knowledge. In that ase,the goal of the system would be to provide him with appropriate sequenes oflexemes so that his/her knowledge overs a larger part of the spae.Now that we have a ommon representation of both domain and studentknowledge, we need to design tutoring strategies. As we mentionned before, wedesigned two strategies: automati seletion of stimuli and automati detetionof misunderstandings.4 Automati Detetion of MisunderstandingsAs we have already seen, the meaning of a lexeme is given by all the lexemeslose to it. This is akin to the Saussurian point of view that the meaning (of aword) is determined by what surrounds it (Saussure, 1993).For instane, a LSA analysis of the \General reading up to 1st year ollege"database (available at htpp://lsa.olorado.edu) returns the following losestwords to pillow: bed (0.81), asleep (0.71), wake (0.69), awake (0.69), pillows(0.68), bedroom (0.67), et., whih de�ne the meaning of pillow.Another example results from an analysis of a small database of animalfeatures. The losest lexemes to the lexeme eats meat are fawn-oloured(.51), tiger (.36), has blak spots (.20), et.That representation allows us to design a method to automatially detetlexeme misunderstandings. The idea is to take, for eah lexeme written by testudent, the neighbouring lexemes in the student semanti spae. Then, we8



ompare these semanti proximities in the student semanti spae and in thedomain semanti spae. If there is a too big di�erene between the semantiproximities in the two semantis spaes, it means that there is a student mis-understanding of that lexeme. For instane, if in the student spae the wordpillow is lose to drugs, odeine, aspirin, dosage, we say that the studentdoes not have a orret understanding of the word pillow.To be more formal, for eah lexeme X of the learner spae, we onsider theX1; : : : ; X� losest lexemes. Then, for eah Xi, we ompute the di�erene :jproximitydomainspae(X;Xi)� proximitystudentspae(X;Xi)jTherefore, we obtain � di�erenes. The smaller these di�erenes are, the betterthe understanding of X by the learner.These di�erenes are lassi�ed in two intervals : [0;�1[; [�1; 2℄. The value �1need to be de�ned experimentally. From our experiene, we think that valuessuh as 0:2 would be good starting points.The understanding of X by the learner is determined from the distributionof the di�erenes Xi over the two intervals:� if most of the Xi belongs to [0;�1[, we onsider that the meaning of X iswell understood;� else, we onsider that the meaning of X is not well understood.Figure 2 presents the algorithm. We implemented the previous \most of"by the fat that two third of the Xi belong to the orresponding ategory.The list of lexemes that are likely to be misunderstood an then be useddiretly by a teaher or by the pedagogial module of a tutoring systems inorder to selet the appropriate learning materials.proedure misunderstood(X)nb1=0For eah X1; : : : ; X� lose to Xdifprox=jproximitydomainspae(X;Xi)� proximitylearnerspae(X;Xi)jif difprox 2 [0;�1[ : nb1 = nb1 + 1end ifend forif nb1 > 23� : write("X is probably well understood.")else : write("X is probably not well understood.")end ifFigure 2: Algorithm for the automati detetion of the misunderstanding oflexeme X
9



5 Automati Seletion of StimuliAs we mentioned before, in the LSA model, learning results from the exposureto sequenes of lexemes. The idea that learning a seond language is essentiallybased on the exposure to the language, and not only to explanation of the rulesof that language, is nowadays reognized by researhers in seond languageaquisition [Krashen1988℄.By being exposed to sequenes of lexemes in a random fashion, a studentwould ertainly learn some lexemes in the same way a hild learns new wordsby reading various books. However, the proess of learning ould be speededup by seleting the right sequene of lexemes given the urrent state of studententities. Therefore, the problem is to know whih text (for language learning)or whih move (for game learning) has the highest hane of enlarging the partof the semanti spae overed by the student entities.5.1 Seleting the losest sequeneSuppose we deide to selet the sequene whih is the losest to the student se-quenes. Suppose that fs1; s2; : : : sng are the student sequenes and fd1; d2; : : : dpgthe domain sequenes, we selet dj suh that:nXi=1 proximity(si; dj)is minimal. Figure 3 shows that seletion in a 2-dimensional representation(remind that LSA works beause it uses a lot of dimensions). Domain entitiesare represented by blak squares and student entities by white squares
user entities
domain entitiesFigure 3: Seleting the losest sequeneLet us illustrate this by means of an example. Suppose the domain is om-posed of 82 sequenes of lexemes orresponding eah to an Aesop's fable. Thensuppose that a beginner student was asked to provide an English text in orderfor the proess to be initiated. The user model is omposed of only this sequeneof lexemes: 10



My English is very basi. I know only a few verbs and a few nouns. I live in a smallvillage in the mountains. I have a beautiful brown at whose name is Felix. Lastweek, my at aught a small bird and I was very sorry for the bird. He was injured.I tried to save it but I ould not. The at did not understand why I was unhappy.I like walking in the forest and in the mountains. I also like skiing in the winter. Iwould like to improve my English to be able to work abroad. I have a brother and asister. My brother is young.Running LSA, the losest domain sequene is the following:Long ago, the mie had a general ounil to onsider what measures they ould taketo outwit their ommon enemy, the Cat. Some said this, and some said that; but atlast a young mouse got up and said he had a proposal to make, whih he thoughtwould meet the ase. "You will all agree," said he, "that our hief danger onsistsin the sly and treaherous manner in whih the enemy approahes us. Now, if weould reeive some signal of her approah, we ould easily esape from her. I venture,therefore, to propose that a small bell be proured, and attahed by a ribbon roundthe nek of the Cat. By this means we should always know when she was about,and ould easily retire while she was in the neighborhood." This proposal met withgeneral applause, until an old mouse got up and said: "That is all very well, but whois to bell the Cat?" The mie looked at one another and nobody spoke. Then the oldmouse said: It is easy to propose impossible remedies.It is hard to tell why this text ought to be the easiest for the student. A�rst answer would be to observe that several words of the fable oured alreadyin the student's text (like at, young, small, know, et.). However, LSA is notlimited to ourrene reognition: the mapping between domain and student'sknowledge is more omplex. A seond answer is that the writer of the �rst textatually found that fable the easiest from a set of 10 randomly seleted ones.The third answer is that LSA has been validated several times as a model ofknowledge representation; however, experiments with many subjets need to beperformed to validate that partiular use of LSA.Although the losest sequene ould be onsidered the easiest by the student,it is probably not suited for learning beause it is in fat too lose to the student'sknowledge.5.2 Seleting the farthest sequeneAnother solution would be then to hoose the farthest sequene (Figure 4). Inour example, this would return::A Horse and an Ass were travelling together, the Horse praning along in its �netrappings, the Ass arrying with diÆulty the heavy weight in its panniers. "I wish Iwere you," sighed the Ass; "nothing to do and well fed, and all that �ne harness uponyou." Next day, however, there was a great battle, and the Horse was wounded todeath in the �nal harge of the day. His friend, the Ass, happened to pass by shortlyafterwards and found him on the point of death. "I was wrong," said the Ass: Betterhumble seurity than gilded danger. 11



user entities
domain entitiesFigure 4: Seleting the farthest sequeneThat sequene was found quite hard to understand by our writer. Choosingthe farthest sequene is therefore probably not appropriate for learning either,beause it is too far from the student's knowledge.5.3 Seleting the losest sequene among those that arefar enoughNone of the previous solutions being satisfatory, a solution would then be toignore domain sequenes that are too lose to any of the student sequenes. Azone is therefore de�ned around eah student sequene and domain sequenesinside these zones are not onsidered (we present a way of implementing thatproedure in the next setion). Then by using the same proess desribed inthe previous setion, we selet the losest sequene from the remaining ones.Figure 5 illustrates this seletion.
user entities
domain entitiesFigure 5: Seleting the next stimulus: the losest among those that are farenoughThe idea that learning is optimal when the stimuli is neither too lose nortoo far from the student's knowledge has been theorized by Vygotsky (1962)with the notion of zone of proximal development. He inuened Krashen (1988)who de�ned the input hypothesis as an explanation of how a seond language12



is aquired: the learner improves his/her linguisti ompetene when he re-eives seond language 'input' whih is one step beyond his/her urrent stageof linguisti ompetene.6 AppliationsWe designed two systems along the previous theoretial ideas.6.1 A system to help learning a languageWe �rst designed a program in C, in the domain of language learning. It isbased on the result previously mentioned that most of the words we know, welearned from reading. Therefore, the goal is, at eah step, to �nd the mostappropriate English text for Frenh students to read in order to streth thestudent subspae.First, LSA is run to plae all domain texts in a semanti spae.We also addedlots of English texts so that the auray of semanti proximities is better.However, these additionnal texts are not taken into aount in the followingproedure.The systems works in the following way: it selets a text dynamially,presents it to the student, tests the omprehension, then selets another text,et. The proess is initialized with a text the student provides (it will also workif the student provides no text ; it will just take longer to reah a orret be-havior of the system). At the beginning, the system does not know muh aboutthe student and therefore, the seletion of the next text might not be optimal.However, after a time the user model is more and more preise and the hoieof the system more aurate.After eah text is provided, the student is required to rate his/her ompre-hension on a 1 to 5 sale. The text is then added to the student model aswell as its weight. This is used to ompute the proximity between a domaintext and a student text: the similarity provided by LSA is multiplied by theweight. Therefore, texts that were well understood by the student play a moreimportant role in the seletion of the next text.Improvements ould be made by allowing the student to selet words or partsof the texts that were not understood. This is going to be the objet of ourfuture work.6.2 A system to help learning kalahIn the same way, we designed a program to help a student learn an Afriangame alled kalah. This program, written in C, an be viewed as a tutor: itplays in suh a way that the student is driven towards a state whih should beoptimal for learning.Kalah is played on a board omposed of two rows of 6 pits. Eah playerowns a row of 6 pits as well as speial pit alled kalah. Pits initially ontain 613



2 3 1 11 2 114 91 3 0 11 2 12Figure 6: A state of the game of kalahstones, and both kalahs are empty. Eah player takes all the stones in any ofhis 6 pits, then spread them over the pits ounter-lokwise, one stone per pit,inluding his kalah (but not the opponent's kalah). If the last stone lands inthe kalah, the player has another turn. If the last stone lands in an empty pit,and the opponent has stones in the opposite pit, then all these stones go in thekalah. The goal is to get as many stones as possible in the kalah.Lexemes are elements for desribing a state. For instane, the lexeme a3indiates that there are 3 stones in the pit a (pits inluding kalahs are labelledfrom a to n).A sequenes of lexemes represents a state of the game. For instane the stateshown in �gure 6 is represented by the following sequene of lexemes: a1 b3 0d11 e2 f12 g9 h11 i2 j11 k1 l3 m2 n4.A semanti spae was built from 50,000 states automatially generated bytwo C programs playing together using a traditional minmax algorithm at adepth of 3. This semanti spae therefore overs a large part of the kalahsemantis.The system plays against the student. Eah time the student enounters anew on�guration of the board, it is reorded into the spae as a student entity.At eah turn, the system looks for the di�erent possible moves. Eah one resultsin a new state, that is a new sequene of lexemes. The system looks for thenew sequene of lexemes whih is lose enough to the student model but nottoo lose (we rely on the same proedure desribed earlier). Then it plays theorresponding move. For instane, in the previous �gure, there are 6 possiblemoves, therefore 6 possible new states (the system plays the upper row):1. a2 b3 0 d11 e2 f12 g9 h11 i2 j11 k1 l3 m0 n52. a2 b3 0 d11 e2 f12 g9 h11 i2 j11 k1 l0 m3 n53. a1 b3 0 d11 e2 f12 g9 h11 i2 j11 k0 l4 m2 n44. a2 b4 1 d12 e3 f13 g9 h12 i2 j0 k2 l4 m3 n55. a1 b3 0 d11 e2 f12 g9 h11 i0 j12 k2 l3 m2 n46. a2 b4 1 d12 e3 f12 g9 h0 i3 j12 k2 l4 m3 n5States 1 and 2 give the student the opportunity to play one more move and to putthe last stone in an empty hole (whih would allow him to apture the oppositestone). State 4 shows to the student 13 stones in a hole, whih is a speialnumber beause after going round the board the last stone falls neessarily in14



an empty hole. State 5 gives the student the possibility to play again. States 3and 6 have nothing speial.Aording to the student model, state 5 is onsidered the most appropriate.Therefore move 5 will be played by the mahine.This system does not play optimally; indeed it sometimes plays badly sineit is only onerned with driving the student towards an appropriate part ofthe semantis of the domain. As long as the student is aware that he is playingagainst a player with no winning behavior, we believe that this is no problem.7 ConlusionIn this paper, we relied on a high-dimensional representation of the lexemes of adomain to build the framework of a tutoring system. The goal of this tutoringsystem is:� to automatially detet lexeme misunderstandings ;� to selet the next stimulus to expose the student to in order for the learningto be optimal.LSA has been used elsewhere for the design of a tutoring system [Wiemer-Hastings1999a,Wiemer-Hastings1999b℄. However, Autotutor is somehow di�erent sine LSA isnot used to represent knowledge but rather to assess student produtions in atutoring dialogue. The strength of Autotutor is that the student an use natu-ral language to interat with the system, without being limited to single wordsanswers.Our approah is based on a model that has been validated in the �eld ofognitive psyhology. This point strikes us as being very important: a problemin the �eld of eduational tehnology is that too many systems are built withoutstrong theoretial ognitive fundations. The link between a psyhologial theoryof learning and a tehnology was obvious in programmed teahing whih wasbased on neobehaviourism. It was also the ase with the theory of onstru-tivism whih founded the design of systems like miroworlds. However, we allnotied that the arrival of multimedia apabilities sometimes lead to the designof systems that were not based on psyhologial theories of learning, but ratheron the spetaular side of tehnology. The strength of LSA relies on a dualfeature: it is both a tool for knowledge representation and a model of learning.We believe that our approah ould be useful in many areas as long asexamples an be found and deomposed into elements that are the \words" ofthe domain. This deomposition is very important in order for the method towork. This an atually be a problem in some areas.� Sine LSA does not take into aount the word order inside texts, deom-position should be suh that the element order inside solutions should notmatter. This is not neessarily a limitation with language: psyhologial15
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